
Initial	ideas
Bring	twitter	data,	likely	text,	into	my	gentrification	
visualization	application	from	project	2.

•

Gentrification	is	a	controversial	social/cultural	issue	that	
various	people	have	differing	opinions	about.	Visualizing	
some	of	those	opinions	could	be	very	interesting.

•

Class	11/7/2016
PHP	Database	Information

6310.lmc.gatech.edu/phpmyadmin/○
Username:	ntippens3○
PW:	gtdb9se_456		(Changed	to	my	GT	password)○

•

Goals	for	the	project:
Display	text	from	twitter	in	my	Argon	scene.

Ideas
Search	Twitter	for	keywords	"gentrification"	and	
"Atlanta."

§

Search	by	hashtag	#gentrification	or	#atlanta§
Other	search	ideas:	"affordable	housing"	
"redevelopment"	"beltline"

§

○
•

Step	1	- Getting	Tweets	from	Twitter
Built	upon	Albith's	PHP	Tweet	search	example	to	grab	
tweets	based	on	Twitter	API	keyword	search	queries.

•

Challenge
I	want	to	set	time	intervals	for	the	display	of	the	tweet	text	
that	I	grab	from	Twitter.

•

PHP	does	not	appear	to	make	this	possible.•
I	need	to	figure	out	if	there	is	a	way	to	convert	the	
associative	array	of	twitter	data	that	the	PHP	query	provides	
into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
add	time	intervals.

•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
associative	array.

•

http://www.dyn-web.com/tutorials/php-js/json/array.php•

•

Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
then	one	line	for	each	neighborhood's	data:

•

Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.
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https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
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•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
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tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
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Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
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don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.
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user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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Initial	ideas
Bring	twitter	data,	likely	text,	into	my	gentrification	
visualization	application	from	project	2.

•

Gentrification	is	a	controversial	social/cultural	issue	that	
various	people	have	differing	opinions	about.	Visualizing	
some	of	those	opinions	could	be	very	interesting.

•

Class	11/7/2016
PHP	Database	Information

6310.lmc.gatech.edu/phpmyadmin/○
Username:	ntippens3○
PW:	gtdb9se_456		(Changed	to	my	GT	password)○

•

Goals	for	the	project:
Display	text	from	twitter	in	my	Argon	scene.

Ideas
Search	Twitter	for	keywords	"gentrification"	and	
"Atlanta."

§

Search	by	hashtag	#gentrification	or	#atlanta§
Other	search	ideas:	"affordable	housing"	
"redevelopment"	"beltline"

§

○
•

Step	1	- Getting	Tweets	from	Twitter
Built	upon	Albith's	PHP	Tweet	search	example	to	grab	
tweets	based	on	Twitter	API	keyword	search	queries.

•

Challenge
I	want	to	set	time	intervals	for	the	display	of	the	tweet	text	
that	I	grab	from	Twitter.

•

PHP	does	not	appear	to	make	this	possible.•
I	need	to	figure	out	if	there	is	a	way	to	convert	the	
associative	array	of	twitter	data	that	the	PHP	query	provides	
into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
add	time	intervals.

•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
associative	array.

•

http://www.dyn-web.com/tutorials/php-js/json/array.php•

•

Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
then	one	line	for	each	neighborhood's	data:

•

Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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§

Search	by	hashtag	#gentrification	or	#atlanta§
Other	search	ideas:	"affordable	housing"	
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○
•

Step	1	- Getting	Tweets	from	Twitter
Built	upon	Albith's	PHP	Tweet	search	example	to	grab	
tweets	based	on	Twitter	API	keyword	search	queries.

•

Challenge
I	want	to	set	time	intervals	for	the	display	of	the	tweet	text	
that	I	grab	from	Twitter.

•

PHP	does	not	appear	to	make	this	possible.•
I	need	to	figure	out	if	there	is	a	way	to	convert	the	
associative	array	of	twitter	data	that	the	PHP	query	provides	
into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
add	time	intervals.

•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
associative	array.

•

http://www.dyn-web.com/tutorials/php-js/json/array.php•

•

Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
then	one	line	for	each	neighborhood's	data:

•

Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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PHP	does	not	appear	to	make	this	possible.•
I	need	to	figure	out	if	there	is	a	way	to	convert	the	
associative	array	of	twitter	data	that	the	PHP	query	provides	
into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
add	time	intervals.

•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
associative	array.

•

http://www.dyn-web.com/tutorials/php-js/json/array.php•

•

Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
then	one	line	for	each	neighborhood's	data:

•

Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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Initial	ideas
Bring	twitter	data,	likely	text,	into	my	gentrification	
visualization	application	from	project	2.

•

Gentrification	is	a	controversial	social/cultural	issue	that	
various	people	have	differing	opinions	about.	Visualizing	
some	of	those	opinions	could	be	very	interesting.

•

Class	11/7/2016
PHP	Database	Information

6310.lmc.gatech.edu/phpmyadmin/○
Username:	ntippens3○
PW:	gtdb9se_456		(Changed	to	my	GT	password)○

•

Goals	for	the	project:
Display	text	from	twitter	in	my	Argon	scene.

Ideas
Search	Twitter	for	keywords	"gentrification"	and	
"Atlanta."

§

Search	by	hashtag	#gentrification	or	#atlanta§
Other	search	ideas:	"affordable	housing"	
"redevelopment"	"beltline"

§

○
•

Step	1	- Getting	Tweets	from	Twitter
Built	upon	Albith's	PHP	Tweet	search	example	to	grab	
tweets	based	on	Twitter	API	keyword	search	queries.

•

Challenge
I	want	to	set	time	intervals	for	the	display	of	the	tweet	text	
that	I	grab	from	Twitter.

•

PHP	does	not	appear	to	make	this	possible.•
I	need	to	figure	out	if	there	is	a	way	to	convert	the	
associative	array	of	twitter	data	that	the	PHP	query	provides	
into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
add	time	intervals.

•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
associative	array.

•

http://www.dyn-web.com/tutorials/php-js/json/array.php•

•

Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
then	one	line	for	each	neighborhood's	data:

•

Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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Initial	ideas
Bring	twitter	data,	likely	text,	into	my	gentrification	
visualization	application	from	project	2.

•

Gentrification	is	a	controversial	social/cultural	issue	that	
various	people	have	differing	opinions	about.	Visualizing	
some	of	those	opinions	could	be	very	interesting.

•

Class	11/7/2016
PHP	Database	Information

6310.lmc.gatech.edu/phpmyadmin/○
Username:	ntippens3○
PW:	gtdb9se_456		(Changed	to	my	GT	password)○

•

Goals	for	the	project:
Display	text	from	twitter	in	my	Argon	scene.

Ideas
Search	Twitter	for	keywords	"gentrification"	and	
"Atlanta."

§

Search	by	hashtag	#gentrification	or	#atlanta§
Other	search	ideas:	"affordable	housing"	
"redevelopment"	"beltline"

§

○
•

Step	1	- Getting	Tweets	from	Twitter
Built	upon	Albith's	PHP	Tweet	search	example	to	grab	
tweets	based	on	Twitter	API	keyword	search	queries.

•

Challenge
I	want	to	set	time	intervals	for	the	display	of	the	tweet	text	
that	I	grab	from	Twitter.

•

PHP	does	not	appear	to	make	this	possible.•
I	need	to	figure	out	if	there	is	a	way	to	convert	the	
associative	array	of	twitter	data	that	the	PHP	query	provides	
into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
add	time	intervals.

•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
associative	array.

•

http://www.dyn-web.com/tutorials/php-js/json/array.php•

•

Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
then	one	line	for	each	neighborhood's	data:

•

Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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Bring	twitter	data,	likely	text,	into	my	gentrification	
visualization	application	from	project	2.

•

Gentrification	is	a	controversial	social/cultural	issue	that	
various	people	have	differing	opinions	about.	Visualizing	
some	of	those	opinions	could	be	very	interesting.

•

Class	11/7/2016
PHP	Database	Information

6310.lmc.gatech.edu/phpmyadmin/○
Username:	ntippens3○
PW:	gtdb9se_456		(Changed	to	my	GT	password)○

•

Goals	for	the	project:
Display	text	from	twitter	in	my	Argon	scene.

Ideas
Search	Twitter	for	keywords	"gentrification"	and	
"Atlanta."

§

Search	by	hashtag	#gentrification	or	#atlanta§
Other	search	ideas:	"affordable	housing"	
"redevelopment"	"beltline"

§

○
•

Step	1	- Getting	Tweets	from	Twitter
Built	upon	Albith's	PHP	Tweet	search	example	to	grab	
tweets	based	on	Twitter	API	keyword	search	queries.

•

Challenge
I	want	to	set	time	intervals	for	the	display	of	the	tweet	text	
that	I	grab	from	Twitter.

•

PHP	does	not	appear	to	make	this	possible.•
I	need	to	figure	out	if	there	is	a	way	to	convert	the	
associative	array	of	twitter	data	that	the	PHP	query	provides	
into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
add	time	intervals.

•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
associative	array.

•

http://www.dyn-web.com/tutorials/php-js/json/array.php•

•

Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
then	one	line	for	each	neighborhood's	data:

•

Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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§

Search	by	hashtag	#gentrification	or	#atlanta§
Other	search	ideas:	"affordable	housing"	
"redevelopment"	"beltline"
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○
•

Step	1	- Getting	Tweets	from	Twitter
Built	upon	Albith's	PHP	Tweet	search	example	to	grab	
tweets	based	on	Twitter	API	keyword	search	queries.

•

Challenge
I	want	to	set	time	intervals	for	the	display	of	the	tweet	text	
that	I	grab	from	Twitter.

•

PHP	does	not	appear	to	make	this	possible.•
I	need	to	figure	out	if	there	is	a	way	to	convert	the	
associative	array	of	twitter	data	that	the	PHP	query	provides	
into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
add	time	intervals.

•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
associative	array.

•

http://www.dyn-web.com/tutorials/php-js/json/array.php•

•

Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
then	one	line	for	each	neighborhood's	data:

•

Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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into	JavaScript	so	that	I	can	more	flexibly	work	with	it	and	
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•

I	discovered	the	following	example	online	that	allowed	me	
to	convert	the	PHP	associative	array	into	a	JavaScript	
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•
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Here	is	what	it	looks	like	in	my	project	(one	line	for	the	initial	 search,	and	
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Step	2	- I	wanted	to	isolate	the	text	of	the	tweets	that	I	grabbed	in	the	
query,	and	display	that	text	on	the	HUD	of	my	application.	First,	I	got	this	
working	for	the	initial	"Atlanta	gentrification	search	upon	opening	the	
application.	I	created	a	hidden	div	and	then	a	css-object	within	the	AR-
scene,	and	wrote	JavaScript	that	changed	the	innerHTML	based	on	the	
tweet	text	from	the	PHP	converted	JavaScript	Associative	array	(in	this	
case,	tweetsArray.

Challenge:	After	I	got	this	working,	I	needed	to	figure	out	a	way	to	make	it	work	for	
each	of	the	26	neighborhoods	in	my	application.	So	I	needed	two	things	to	happen.

I	needed	to	trigger	the	HUD	content	to	update	based	on	the	user	hovering	over	
the	tower	in	a	given	neighborhood	and	begin	cycling	through	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	array.

The	solution	to	this	problem	was	creating	an	array	of	the	tweet	arrays,	
and	writing	a	function	that	begins	cycling	through	the	correct	array	for	the	
given	neighborhood	based	on	the	box	ID	for	that	neighborhood.	I	had	
already	built	in	the	boxNumber	variable	from	project	two	to	trigger	the	
text	animations	in	each	neighborhood,	so	I	was	able	to	simply	register	a	
second	event	listener	(cursor-listener2)	that	triggered	a	new	function	that	
would	update	the	text	in	the	HUD	display	to	reflect	the	tweets	from	the	
neighborhood's	box	that	was	clicked.

a.

1.

I	needed	the	previous	neighborhood's	array	cycle	(or	the	initial	gentrification	
cycle)	to	stop	its	interval	so	that	only	the	most	recently	clicked-on	
neighborhood's	interval	is	running	and	cycling	through	tweets.

Albith	helped	me	solve	this	issue	by	introducing	me	to	the	concept	of	
holding	the	setInterval	components	in	a	variable	"currentIntervalId"

a.

Each	time	a	new	neighborhoods'		changeTweetStream	function	is	run,	it	
clears	the	previous	interval	and	begins	a	new	one	so	that	only	that	
neighborhood's	tweets	are	being	cycled	through.

b.

1.

The	cycling	functionality.
I	got	the	inspiration	for	my	nextTweet	function,	which	updates	the	innerHTML	
of	the	HUD	element	and	moves	from	tweet	to	tweet	within	one	of	my	search	
arrays	from	this	Stack	Overflow	conversation:	
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5913034/stepping-through-array-with-
time-delay

•

Twitter	API
This	page	was	extremely	helpful	in	allowing	my	to	build	smart	and	
effective	queries	for	each	of	my	neighborhoods	as	well	as	the	initial	
general	Atlanta	gentrification	query.

○

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search○
Here	I	discovered	that	I	could	put	a	"safe"	filter	on	each	of	my	
queries	so	that	the	tweets	displayed	in	my	application	would	not	
contain	profanity	or	other	sensitive	material.

○

I	also	removed	"RT"	from	all	of	my	queries	so	that	my	tweet	arrays	
would	not	be	overrun	by	repetitive	 retweets	of	the	same	original	
tweet	containing	my	search	keywords.

○

•

Opening	Info	Box
One	of	my	final	challenges	was	to	figure	out	how	to	display	a	tap-
able	text	box	upon	loading	of	the	application	that	would	provide	the	
user	with	background	information	about	the	data	it	is	based	upon	as	
well	as	some	brief	instruction	for	interacting	with	its	interface.

○

I	found	the	following	example,	called	"basic"		in	the	general	A-Frame	
examples.	It	opens	with	a	text	element	that	the	user	can	tap	to	
dismiss:

○

•

This	example	did	not	fully	explain	how	to	correctly	install	this	
functionality	into	an	application	running	AR-Frame,	however,	and	so	I	
had	to	do	some	adapting	to	get	it	to	work	in	my	application.

•

Initially,	I	created	another	hidden	div	and	an	accompanying	css-object	
in	the	ar-scene,	similarly	to	how	I	had	created	my	tweet	text	element.

•

I	was	able	to	position	and	display	the	text	box	this	way,	but	upon	
tapping	it	nothing	was	happening.

•

Eventually,	I	discovered	that	removing	the	css-object	within	the	ar-
scene,	making	the	description	div	unhidden,	nesting	it	within	a	div	
named	argon,	and	finally	tweaking	the	CSS	that	styled	the	div	all	
combined	to	make	its	tap-to-hide	functionality	work	correctly.

•

The	functioning	code	looks	like	this:	•

Here	is	what	it	now	looks	like	when	a	user	loads	the	application:

I	was	able	to	get	everything	that	I	wanted	to	function,	functioning	properly.	
When	the	user	opens	the	application,	it	begins	scrolling	through	tweets	
grabbed	from	a	search	of	keywords	"gentrification"	and	"Atlanta."	It	
continues	to	scroll	through	these	tweets	until	the	user	fuses	over	a	
neighborhood's	tower	to	animate	its	median	home	value	percent-change	
text,	which	also	triggers	the	tweets	displayed	on	the	HUD	to	change	to	
reflect	a	keyword	search	of	that	neighborhood's	name.	The	app	begins	
scrolling	through	tweets	from	that	search	until	a	new	neighborhood's	tower	
is	fused	over,	at	which	point	the	tweets	change	once	again.

I	am	pleased	with	the	final	product.	The	twitter	data	offers	a	very	nice	
qualitative	complement	to	the	quantitative	gentrification	data	that	was	
solely	displayed	in	the	previous	iteration	of	this	application.	As	Jay	
suggested	during	my	preliminary	presentation,	I	was	able	to	deliver	a	
"flavor"	of	each	neighborhood	that	the	user	inquires	about	by	fusing	on	its	
tower	by	providing	a	series	of	tweets	about	that	neighborhood	that	are	
truly	pulled	objectively	through	a	keyword	search	based	on	its	name.	This	
makes	the	experience	of	the	application	new	and	different	every	time	the	
user	opens	it,	as	new	tweets	about	Atlanta,	Gentrification,	and	these	
neighborhoods	are	sent	out	every	day	by	people	across	the	city.	I	was	a	bit	
concerned	that	pulling	28	different	searches	(26	neighborhoods	plus	
Georgia	Tech	and	the	initial	Atlanta/Gentrification	search)	each	time	the	
application	loads	might	exceed	 the	query	limits	set	by	the	Twitter	API,	but	I	
don't	seem	to	have	run	into	any	issues	yet	in	that	regard.	Each	time	I	load	
the	application,	the	tweets	are	rolling	and	the	arrays	switch	appropriately	
upon	fuse	events	in	the	various	neighborhoods.

Final	Product	screenshot,	looking	out	at	Midtown	as	an	example:
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